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Today we are exploring…

a bit of theory - the WHY

time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW

opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU

through…

      
• creating a learning environment that incorporates play, place-based learning, 

exploration, curiosity, and student voice & choice 

• building on students’ strengths through principles of Universal Design for 
Learning, including options for multiple means of engagement and a focus on 
the process of inquiry

This workshop was planned in consultation with SD28’s Alison Dodge & Linda Currie

GPS devices offer: 

• just-in-time, individualized support  

• continuous progress monitoring, feedback, and course corrections  

• a wide variety of choices 

• multiple routes based on preferences 

• accuracy

Think of how Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
have transformed navigation.

This is what our students need from us,  
to navigate their learning journeys.



The power of a personal object 
What can we learn from each other?

Breakout Rooms

‣Introduce yourself to your group, and then share the object you chose:

Why did you connect to this object? 

Group members: What do you wonder about this object 

or your group member’s connection to it?

• to provide guidance and scaffolding 

• to consider the systemic and predictable variability of students 

• to consider the options for designing instruction that is flexible, 
effective, and differentiated

Universal Design for Learning Guidelines

UDL emphasizes the importance of planning in advance - 
of designing curriculum that, from the outset, 

assumes and plans for the natural variability of diverse learners. 

If we can predict it, we can plan for it.



Key Questions for Planning with UDL

Adapted from - Using the 3 UDL Principles to Inform Planning

How can I present information, ideas & instructions in different ways 
to support understanding for ALL?

Representation

What options can I offer to support planning, independent & cooperative 
learning & the sharing of ideas?

Action & Expression

What options can I offer to increase interest, motivation & resilience?

Engagement

Differentiated Instruction - Learn Alberta

Differentiated instruction 
is any instructional 

strategy that recognizes 
and supports individual 
differences in learning.

Line of Logic for Differentiating Instruction

Adapted from - Carol Ann Tomlinson - How to Differentiate Instruction: Twenty Years and Counting - ASCD

All kids 
learn 

differently

All kids 
need to be 
challenged 

and to 
experience 
success to 

learn 
effectively

This is 
done by 

embracing 
student 

differences 
& styles in 
learning 

etc.

We attend 
to student 
differences 
through a 
flexible 

approach 
to teaching

To do this, 
we prepare 
an inviting 

environment, 
use 

assessment 
to inform 
instruction 

& use 
effective 
classroom 

management



• the overall layout of the classroom, the way you use your space, and elements 
such as lighting, flexible seating, quiet zones, easy access to learning materials 

• designing a safe, respectful, engaged, collaborative learning culture

Learning Environment

• should be varied to ensure all students get opportunities to explore concepts in 
different ways - this includes mixing up how you group students 

• time needs to be flexible so teachers can provide a range of supports to address 
different needs and speeds

Learning Activities

• presentation styles should be varied to meet different abilities and learning styles 
• provide supports such as: key visuals to support written and oral instructions, 

technology (videos, music, multimedia), information split into manageable chunks  

Presentation

Differentiated Instruction - Learn Alberta & POPEY’s Planning Strategies to Consider

for students with diverse abilities and needs: 
Planning considerations 

• vary teaching resources to respond to student need, such as technology, including 
multimedia, videos, audio/ebooks in different reading levels 

• offer a wide range of student materials, such as manipulatives, large print, audio, 
video, print visuals, charts, computers, tablets, devices, whiteboards/markers, etc.

Resources & Materials

Assignments & Assessments

• allow students to choose how they demonstrate their knowledge - oral 
presentation, poster, comic strip, puppet show, song/poetry, video, display, model 

• the final product can vary in difficulty and format to allow students flexible choice 
• it’s important to differentiate the type and format of tasks, not just the quantity

Differentiated Instruction - Learn Alberta & POPEY’s Planning Strategies to Consider

A proactive, flexible, and student-centered approach is the key to 
providing instruction that maximizes opportunities for all students to learn. 

for students with diverse abilities and needs: 
Planning considerations 

Differentiated access points for K-3 students:

Proficient 

Extending

Developing 

➡ WONDER: What will this story be about, and why do you think that?  
➡ SHARE: Tell a partner what you think and why. 
➡ PREDICT: What problem or conflict might come up for Joy & Heron? 
➡ INFER: What might Joy & Heron have said if they could talk to each other?  
➡ RESPOND: Write some dialogue for them — comic strip, poster, story, etc. 
➡ EXTEND: Write/draw a new adventure for Joy & Heron to go on together.

➡ WONDER: What will this story be about? (title, “cover”, colours, etc.) 
➡ SHARE: Tell a partner what you think. 
➡ PREDICT: Do you think Joy & Heron are friends? Why or why not? 
➡ INFER: How do Joy & Heron feel? How do you know? 
➡ RESPOND: Draw Joy & Heron, or act out their story with a partner

➡ WONDER: What will this story be about? (title, “cover”, colours, etc.) 
➡ SHARE: Tell a partner what you think. 
➡ PREDICT: Can you guess what will happen to these animals? 
➡ INFER: Why do Joy & Heron’s feelings change? How do you know? 
➡ RESPOND: What journey did each character go on? Talk, write, draw…



Grade Group Breakout Rooms

With your group, reflect on: 
‣the Joy & Heron video and your predictions, noticings, etc.  

‣the Planning Considerations for Students with Diverse Abilities/Needs 

‣the Differentiated Access Points for K-3

How do you currently plan for differentiated literacy instruction?

what are you teaching this year?

What take-aways do you have from the video and the resources?

Choose the breakout room that’s the best fit for you. 

Play for Learning & Well- Being

image from & text adapted from - BC Early Learning Framework = pg. 24

• individual, collective, spontaneous, planned, experimental,         
purposeful, unpredictable, dynamic… 

•helps kids experience the world through seeing, feeling, touching, & listening 
•helps kids engage with people, materials, places, flora & fauna, & ideas

Play can be:

•how the kids research the world - an approach to inquiry 
•diverse materials & experiences from educators - allow for 
experimentation & transformation

Play is:

Play is vital to children’s learning, 
growing, & making meaning.

Purposeful Play & Inquiry

The process of inquiry is a perspective on learning that begins 
with an intense curiosity, a curiosity that generates close 

observation, noticings, wonderings, and questions that lead to 
new and interesting ideas.

Inquiry injects a play mindset into all learning because it is a 
process that occurs when playing.

Setting off to answer big questions through observation 
and experimentation is a more formal description of an 

inherently natural process.

From - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler



Benefits of Play & Inquiry 

‣ they can work in their natural language & learning environment 
- one of which is play 

‣ experiences are open-ended 

‣ they can do work that is real to them - authentic to their lives

Adapted from - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler & 

Kids learn best when:

continued...

‣ they know it’s okay to take risks 

‣ they have ownership over their learning 

‣ they have opportunities to develop their creativity

What Does It Take for a Project to be “Authentic” - PBL Works

Planning for multiple learning styles & interests 

‣ they experiment with newly developed ideas, share insights 
and learning with friends 

‣ they have opportunities to access content in various 
forms & with higher levels of thinking

…continued

‣ learning connects to their passions, hearts and imaginations 

‣ when they can move - another mode of learning & expression  

‣ they can develop deep content knowledge as well as critical 
thinking, collaboration, creativity, & communication skills

Adapted from - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler & What is Project Based Learning?- PBL Works

Kids learn best when:

Benefits of Play & Inquiry 
Planning for multiple learning styles & interests 

In your small groups, review the Benefits of Play & Inquiry bullet points, and 
discuss the eleven ways kids learn best, and: 

• together as a group, decide on the FOUR words you think best represent  
the benefits of play and inquiry                                                                                    
(e.g. open-ended, exploration, passion, ownership) 

• then you must choose only TWO of those four words, and 
(e.g. open-ended, exploration) 

• finally, choose the ONE word out of your final two, to represent the ONE key 
term your group decided best represents the benefits of play                 
(e.g. open-ended)

Breakout Rooms

Have one person from your group share your final word in  
the chat box when we come back together as a whole group       



Four Two One



Choice 
looks like kids setting goals, 

developing and sharing ideas, making 
rules, negotiating challenges, and 

choosing how long to play

Three Indicators of Playful Learning

Delight 
looks like happiness: kids smiling, 
laughing, being silly, or generally 

feeling cozy and at ease

Wonder 
looks like kids exploring, creating, 
pretending, imagining, and learning 

from trial and error

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime
POPEY
www.popey.ca

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning

Free Play 
is initiated and directed by children; they make decisions about 

what happens next and who does what. 
nurtures co-operation, self-confidence & independence

Inquiry Play 
starts with children’s explorations of things that interest & puzzle them;  
children see connections between objects, ideas, meanings & imaginings. 

nurtures scientific thinking, problem solving & planning

Collaborative Play
happens when children are directing their own play and adults see an 

opportunity to enter and extend a learning opportunity with instructions, 
information, or resources. 

supports children’s understanding of themselves as learners and problem solvers

continued… POPEY
www.popey.ca

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning
…continued

Playful Learning
includes play experiences that are planned by adults with specific 

learning experiences in mind, like baking together. 
invites discovery, conversation & new vocabulary

Learning Games
are adult-directed types of play that include instructions or rules 

that guide how a game is played. Examples are doing a puzzle 
together or some yoga poses. 

encourage children’s attention and focus on challenging things,                                
while practicing social and physical skills

POPEY
www.popey.ca



BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

A Continuum of Play for Educators

POPEY
www.popey.ca

Looking at the Continuum of Play for Educators, reflect on the types of play 
you plan for, and what kinds of opportunities your students have to engage in  
each kind of play:

Is there one kind of play that you could carve out more time for?

Breakout Rooms

*5 minutes

‣ Free play 
‣ Inquiry play 
‣ Collaborative play 
‣ Playful learning 
‣ Learning games

Brain-Friendly Classrooms & Schools
✓safe and secure environments

• predictable routines & conditions 
• emotional respect

✓collaboration
• safe social collaboration 
• daily opportunities to use dialogue 
• listening attentively & respecting ideas

✓firsthand & multi-sensory experiences
• doing the “real thing” 
• promote brain growth and neural connections

✓choice and self-directedness
• empowering & engaging 
• take responsibility for learning 
• releases dopamine

 Adapted from - The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt



Brain-friendly activities provide multiple means of engagement

Engaging all four of the learning modalities:

Adapted from - Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate

brainstorming & 
discussion 

humour 

figurative language 
metaphors, similes… 

mnemonic devices 

cooperative groups 

‘you’re the expert’ 
kids teaching each other 

storytelling

Auditory

drawing & artwork 
field trips 
games 
mnemonic devices 
graphic organizers 
word webs 
manipulatives 
hands-on activities 
experiments, building… 

project/inquiry 
based learning 
technology 
writing activities

Tactile

graphic organizers 

word webs 

word clouds 

figurative language 
metaphors, similes… 

mnemonic devices 

project/inquiry 
based learning 

technology 

visualization 

visuals

Visual

drawing & artwork 

field trips 

games 

movement 
body breaks, yoga brain gym… 

role-play 

dramatic play 

work work play

Kinesthetic

Differentiation, Play & Choice in Literacy Experiences
Sample activities to support:

‣ read to stuffed animals 
‣ act out the story 
‣ read around the room 
‣ read a story using 
character voices 

‣ partner reading 
‣ be a detective 
‣ retell a story - favourite 
parts 

‣ retell a book - written 
‣ book review  

(video, podcast, writing…) 

‣ group discussions 
(literacy circles, literacy 
centres, book clubs….)

‣ silly sentences 
‣ write an ABC book 
‣ write a “how-to” book 
‣ show your story 
‣ you're the expert 
‣ snail mail 
‣ re-writing a story-act it 
out 

‣ write a screenplay 
‣ be a writing thief! 

(using books as inspiration…) 

‣ tech writing 
(using tech/apps to create…)

‣ letter sort 
‣ letter dance 
‣ make letters 
‣ tactile letters 
‣ guess the letter 
‣ alphabet art 
‣ alphabet hopscotch 
‣ name detective 
‣ making words 
‣ sorting words 
‣ word hunts 
‣ word games 
‣ illustrating words 
‣ be a mind reader

‣ theatrical retelling a book 
‣ use puppets to retell a 
book 

‣ use props to retell a book 
‣ adapt a book - make a 
movie 

‣ reading a reader's 
theatre script 

‣ performing reader's 
theatre 

‣ write a play & perform it 
‣ creating ads for 
performances 

‣ critical thinking questions 
‣ ‘would you rather’ 
questions 

‣ examining pictures/
illustrations & discussing 

‣ free play

POPEY K-3 Literacy Centres

How can we play through literacy?
What is your story? How does it connect to the place you are in?

by Lynda Henney



Differentiated access points for K-3 students:

Proficient 
➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend where you would go on a treasure hunt 
➡ PLAN: Write or draw 3-5 things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map & compare it with a friend’s map 
➡ WRITE: 3 - 5 sentences about going on a treasure hunt

Extending

What works for you? 

For your students…?

Developing  
➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend what kind of treasure you’d want to find 
➡ PLAN: Think of 2+ things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map & share it with a friend

➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend where you would go on a treasure hunt 
➡ PLAN: Write a list of 5+ things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map - make a legend for it 
➡ WRITE: A story about going on a treasure hunt with your friends

Think about the space in your classroom, school grounds, and your 
community at large.

⭐ Draw or write down your story to share with others

What is your story?
•  Can your physical space inspire a story? 

•  Can the book, Treasure Hunt, inspire a story? 

•  Can your ‘wonderings’ inspire a story? 

•  Share your thoughts with your group.

Breakout Rooms

Inquiry & Exploration - Shapes

image from amazon.ca



How Are Shapes All Around Us?

‣Understanding & solving
• Develop, demonstrate, & apply mathematical understanding through 
play, inquiry, & problem solving

Math

• Visualize to explore mathematical concepts

‣Questioning & Predicting
• Identify questions about familiar objects and events that can be 
investigated scientifically 

Science

• Demonstrate curiosity about the natural world

ELA

• Exchange ideas and perspectives  to build shared understanding

(writing, speaking, representing)
‣Create & communicate

Cross-Curricular Connections

puzzle & exchange ideas: with your group

Shapes Museum Project 

Adapted from -  PBL Works - Shape Museum Project

⭐ What shapes do you see?  
▹ on your desk or table 
▹ on the walls 
▹ around the room you are in

think & notice: on your own:      

⭐ What do know about your shape? 
▹ how would you describe your shape? 
▹ how would you compare it to other shapes? 
▹ where have you seen that shape in the real world?

✓each group will then choose one shape to study

 what you saw around your room with your groupshare

Adapted from -  PBL Works - Shape Museum Project

explore & create: with your group

✦every person will use a device with a camera 
• explore around your rooms (& maybe outside) to find your shape in the real world 
• take pictures of three things where you are right now, in 30 seconds

⭐ How will we teach others about our shape? 
▹ what attributes does it have? 
▹ how is our shape the same as other shapes? 
▹ how is our shape different from other shapes?

✦come back as a group & share & explore your images

✦discuss:

Shapes Museum Inquiry Project 



Adapted from -  PBL Works - Shape Museum Project

teach & share:
each group will teach the other groups about its shape, when we come back together

✦open your Shape Museum!

⭐ How is your shape all around us? 
▹ share your findings & teach us about your shape

Shapes Museum Inquiry Project 

decide who will speak/share for your group - you’ll have 30 seconds to share

share your photos if you can, or tell us what things you found that were your shape

Breakout Rooms

✓each group will choose one shape to study

✓every person will use a device with a camera 
• explore around your rooms (& maybe outside) to find your shape in the real world 
• take pictures of three things where you are right now, in 30 seconds

get ready to teach & share:
✓each group will teach the other groups about their shape, when we come back together

✓decide who will speak/share for your group - each group will have 30 seconds to share

✓share your photos if you can, or tell us what you discovered - using math & science words

⭐ What do know about your shape? 
▹ how would you describe your shape? 
▹ how would you compare it to other shapes? 
▹ where have you seen that shape in the real world?

Differentiation, Play & Inquiry all Support Personalized Learning

Personalized learning focuses on students 
engaging meaningfully in their learning in an 

environment where they have choice in what 
and how they learn with the goal of fostering 

life-long and self-directed learning.

 Adapted from - Students at the Center - Kallick & Zmuda & BC Ministry of Education



Final Reflection

‣Reflect on what we’ve just explored together:

what is one take-away from this session? 

what is one way you can provide options for student voice & choice? 

what is one way you can support playful inquiry with your students? 

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Educlips

Presenter Media

Storyblocks

more info links are available on our website

Info Links

more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Videos

Sources

BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum

Joy and Heron

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime

Books

Foxy and his friends go on a Treasure Hunt - Henney

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

The Young People’s Chorus of New York: YouTube

Long Story Shortz  UDL

Carol Ann Tomlinson - How to Differentiate Instruction: Twenty Years and Counting - ASCD

Differentiated Instruction - Learn Alberta

Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

What is Project Based Learning?- PBL Works

School District 10 - Arrow Lakes - Student Inquiry Project
The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt

Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate

 PBL Works - Shape Museum Project

lisa@popey.ca

@POPEYBC popeybc

*you can access the eHandout for today’s session on our website:

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program 

for the Early Years

Lisa Thomas

www.popey.ca

POPEY on YouTube

 

Jen Kelly

jen@popey.ca

www.popey.ca
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